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The child’s voice appeared suddenly, like a stone, thrown into the calm lake.
Everyone was surprised by his appearance. You must know that this little
child was so scared that he was so scared just now. Now this surprise and
excitement look particularly abrupt.
He even struggled out of his mother’s arms and ran towards the door.
When he ran, his mother was frightened immediately, and he hurriedly
shouted: “Chu Qing, where are you going, come back to me!!”
Soon, his mother also looked at the door and saw Lin Ziming who did not
know when she appeared at the door. She was stunned for a while, with a
dumbfounded expression, she couldn’t believe it at all. This was true.
Because, standing at the door, but Lin Ziming!
But isn’t Lin Ziming already dead? The message had spread throughout
Hwaseong City, and Chu Fei fainted on the night of learning the message,
and later they sent Chu Fei secretly!
An illusion, it must be an illusion!
How can a person be resurrected if he is dead?
She quickly rubbed her eyes, then opened them again, and found that Lin
Ziming was still standing there, and nodded to her, showing a smile.
At this moment, her brain exploded, and she could not think of anything.
There was only one voice. It was true. The Chu family’s son-in-law Lin
Ziming had really returned!
Her tears faded suddenly, and she never thought that the Chu family would
have such a day in need of Lin Ziming!
Not only her, but the other Chu family members also followed the direction
Chu Qing ran, looking towards the door, and immediately saw Lin Ziming!
Their reaction was similar to that of Chu Qing’s mother, and even stronger.
Especially Chu Guodong, he saw Lin Ziming standing there, tears bursting,
and his mouth kept saying, “The sky does not kill my Chu family, and the
sky does not kill my Chu family…”
Chu Tian was already so scared that he was out of shape. After seeing Lin
Ziming, he hissed and shouted: “Brother-in-law! Brother-in-law! Great, you
are not dead, you are finally back! I miss you so much. , Woo woo…”
Chu Tian,   Chu Fei’s own brother, he has lost a full circle now, his face
is thick and he looks very bad. In the past half month, he has experienced
the biggest change in his life!
Brother-in-law Lin Ziming is dead, and sister Chu Fei’s grief is extreme.
She has already escaped into the empty door. Even his parents have left here,
and everything about him is ruined.
Even several times, he had thoughts of suicide, and it was not interesting to
live.
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He had never thought about it. Before he knew it, the meaning of
brother-in-law to the Chu family was so important. If there was no
brother-in-law, then the Chu family would collapse.
In the past half month, he didn’t know how many times he had dreamed of
Lin Ziming. He hoped that this message was false. Lin Ziming was not dead.
He just went to a far place and would come back one day.
Finally, this day arrived, and Lin Ziming really appeared.
Tears, completely out of his control, flowed out!
Meng Hao was stunned, what’s the situation, Lin Ziming came back?
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